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Abstract
We propose and design pFSCK, a parallel file system checking and recovery (C/R) tool designed to exploit compute and
storage parallelism in modern storage devices. pFSCK enables fine-grained parallelism at the granularity of inodes
and directory blocks without impacting the C/R’s correctness. pFSCK first employs data parallelism by identifying
functional operations in each stage of the checking logic and
then isolating dependent operations and shared data structures. However, full isolation of shared structures is infeasible
and requires serialized updates. To reduce serialization bottlenecks, pFSCK introduces pipeline parallelism, allowing
multiple stages of C/R to run concurrently without impacting
correctness. Further, pFSCK provides per-thread I/O cache
management, dynamic thread placement across C/R stages,
and a resource-aware scheduler to reduce the impact of C/R
on other applications sharing CPUs and the file system. Evaluation of pFSCK shows more than 2.6x gains over e2fsck
(Ext file system C/R) and more than 1.8x over XFS’s C/R that
provides coarse-grained parallelism.

1

Introduction

Modern ultra-fast storage devices such as SSDs, NVMe,
and byte-addressable NVM storage technologies offer higher
bandwidth capabilities and lower latency than hard-disks providing better opportunities for exploiting CPU parallelism.
While the I/O access performance has increased, storage hardware and software errors have continued to grow coupled with
newer and exploratory high-performance designs impacting
file system reliability [10, 12, 18, 21, 27, 46]. For decades, file
system checking and repair tools (referred to as C/R henceforth) have played a pivotal role in increasing the reliability
of software storage and availability of systems by identifying
and correcting file system inconsistencies [41].
A significant body of prior work has shown that, in the
event of a system crash or failure in data centers, C/Rs are
typically used as the first remedial solution to system recovery.
Prior work [21, 27] and discussions with file system maintainers and IT teams of organizations show that C/Rs are run
across various scenarios. This includes problems during reboot due to hardware or software errors [11, 21, 27], periodic
maintenance, or during mandatory security upgrades [37].
When C/Rs are run on a disk partition in an offline fashion,
the partition’s data is unavailable. Some C/Rs support online
checking, but it is crucial that they do not interfere with other
applications that use the same device. Thus, improving C/R
performance and flexibility is critical for system availability
and reducing performance impact on other applications.
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File system C/R tools work by identifying and fixing the
structural inconsistencies of file system metadata. The inconsistencies could be in inodes, data and inode bitmaps, links,
or directory entry structures. Well-known and widely used
tools such as e2fsck (file system checker for Ext4) [2] divide
C/R across multiple stages (commonly referred to as passes),
with each pass responsible for checking a file system structure
(e.g., directories, files, links). However, C/Rs are known to
be notoriously slow, showing a linear increase in C/R time
with an increase in file and directory count [24, 38–41], at
times lasting hours [37] or even weeks [11]. Although modern flash and NVM technologies provide lower latency and
bandwidth, current C/R tools fail to exploit such hardware capabilities or multi-core CPU parallelism. While modern C/Rs
have attempted to increase parallelism, they adopt coarsegrained approaches, such as parallelizing C/R across logical
volumes or logical groups, which are insufficient to accelerate C/R on file systems with data imbalance across logical
groups [20, 24, 39, 42].
To overcome such limitations, we propose pFSCK, a parallel C/R that exploits CPU parallelism and modern storage’s
high bandwidth to accelerate file system C/R in offline and online forms, thereby reducing system downtime and improving
data (and system) reliability and availability [10, 20, 21, 39].
While pFSCK borrows ideas from prior task parallelism research [35, 45], it must solve several challenges specific to
C/R, which includes increasing scalability in the presence of
complex file system layouts and shared file system structures
(e.g. universal bitmaps) without impacting correctness, adapting to various file system configurations, and reducing C/R
impact on other applications. pFSCK introduces fine-grained
parallelism, i.e., parallelism at the granularity of inodes and
directory blocks, resulting in a significantly faster execution
than traditional C/Rs. pFSCK first employs data parallelism
by breaking up the work done at each pass, redesigning data
structures for scalability, and allowing multiple threads to
perform checks in parallel. Although data parallelism accelerates checking, updates to global data structures (e.g., bitmaps)
within each pass are designed to match the file system’s layout (e.g., block bitmap in an Ext4 file system) and must be
synchronized to ensure checking correctness. As a result, with
increasing thread counts, the cost of synchronization and serialization can quickly outweigh the performance gains. Hence,
pFSCK introduces pipeline parallelism to parallelize C/R
along with the logical flow (i.e. across multiple passes).
Supporting data and pipeline parallelism within pFSCK
requires addressing several challenges. First, certain consistency checks must be ordered for correctness. For example, a
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directory cannot be certified to be error-free by the directory
checking pass until all its files are verified as consistent by the
inode checking pass. To address these ordering constraints,
we take inspiration from modern hardware processors that
support out-of-order execution but with in-order instruction
commit. We isolate the global data structures and perform
all necessary operations in parallel but certify correctness
only when the results are merged. Second, static partitioning
of CPU threads across different C/R passes is suboptimal
because the time to process different metadata (e.g., file, directory, links) varies significantly (e.g., checking a directory
can take substantially longer than a file). Hence, we propose
pFSCK scheduler, a dynamic thread scheduler that monitors progress across different passes of pFSCK and uses the
pending work ratio for thread assignment.
Third, I/O optimizations such as I/O caching and readahead mechanisms in current C/Rs are not designed for multithreaded parallelism, which we address by designing threadaware I/O caching, thereby substantially reducing I/O waittimes. Finally, to exploit multi-core parallelism in ways that
do not affect the performance of other co-running applications that share CPUs or access the same disks checked by
C/R (online checking), we design a resource-aware pFSCK
scheduler that dynamically scales the C/R threads across
passes by monitoring the total CPU utilization of the system.
The combination of pFSCK’s above techniques significantly reduces C/R runtime. For example, using pFSCK’s
data parallelism and pipeline parallelism on a 1TB NVMe
(and 2TB SSD) reduces C/R runtime for a file- and directoryintensive disk configurations by up to 2.6x and 1.6x, respectively compared to widely used e2fsck and by up to 1.8x
over the XFS C/R tool. Further, pFSCK’s scheduler increases
gains by 1.1x. When sharing the CPUs between pFSCK and
RocksDB, the resource-aware mechanism minimizes pFSCK
performance degradation to 1.07x and limits RocksDB’s
performance overheads by 1.05x. The online C/R performance improves by up to 1.7x over the vanilla e2fsck. Finally,
pFSCK improves I/O throughput by up to 2.7x with a nominal
increase in memory use by 1.3x over e2fsck (from 2.7 GB in
e2fsck to 3.5 GB) to manage task structures for threads.

2

Background and Motivation

We first give a brief background on current hardware trends,
C/R tools, and then discuss prior approaches that accelerate
C/R and their limitations.

2.1

Hardware and Software Trends

Modern ultra-fast storage devices such as SSDs and NVMe
provide not only high bandwidth (8-16 GB/s) but also two
orders of reduction in storage access latency (< 20µsec) compared to traditional hard drives [31, 49]. At the other end, fast
storage class memories such as Intel’s DC Optane [5] and
other byte-addressable persistent memory technologies are
evolving with access latency < 1µsec. In recent years, several
new file systems have evolved to exploit these hardware bene-
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fits. A huge body of prior and ongoing research is developing
optimized file systems to support fast storage hardware. This
includes file systems for SSDs [34], NVMes [44], open-source
efforts to optimize traditional Ext4 and XFS file systems for
NVMs [48], and other research efforts [30, 33, 50]. However,
reducing data corruption and errors with these file systems
would require a few years of production use [9, 28]. While
file system C/R tools will play a crucial role in these file systems, they are yet to be optimized to extract hardware storage
benefits and multi-core parallelism.

2.2

File System Checking and Repair

Since the dawn of file systems, consistency has always
been an issue. Though storage mechanisms such as journaling, copy-on-write, log-structured writes, and soft updates
have been developed to mitigate potential file system inconsistencies, they are limited as they cannot fix errors that arise
from software bugs or corruptions manifested in the past by
events such as a failing disk, bit flips, overheating, or correlated crashes [13–15,29,51]. In these cases, popular C/R tools,
such as e2fsck and xfs_repair [42], are used to detect and fix
corruptions and errors by traversing the file system’s layout
and checking for inode consistency, directory consistency, file
and directory connectivity, directory entry consistency, and
consistent reference counts of inodes and blocks
C/R usage. The frequency and resulting runtime of file system C/Rs vary significantly in the real-world setting. While
there is a lack of well-documented C/R best practices, our
discussions with file system C/R maintainers, infrastructure
teams, and other public discussions show that C/R tools such
as e2fsck and xfs_repair remain critical for data reliability in
current large-scale and personal computing systems as they
are generally run during after system errors [7, 21, 27, 29],
hardware or kernel upgrades, or even after mandatory security updates. Infrequent C/R and storage maintenance can
increase system downtime to as high as three hours [37] and,
in extreme cases, weeks on petabyte-scale file systems [11].

2.3

Related Work

Increasing disk capacities, overall file system size, and file
counts have made C/Rs notoriously run longer, leading to
longer downtime and forcing developers and users to reduce
C/R usage at the risk of data loss [1, 7, 8, 25, 36]. We next
discuss the state-of-the-art C/R optimizations for offline (unmounted file systems) and online C/Rs and their limitations.
Offline C/Rs. Widely used open-source tools such as Ext4
file system’s e2fsck parallelize C/R across multiple disks
(e2fsck), where XFS file system’s xfs_repair parallelizes C/R
across disk and volume logical groups. Other approaches
like Ffsck [41] and Chunkfs [26] have proposed accelerating C/R speed up by modifying file systems to provide a
better balance across logical groups. For example, Chunkfs
utilizes disk bandwidth by partitioning the file system into
smaller, isolated groups that can be repaired individually and
in parallel. In contrast, Ffsck [41] rearranges metadata blocks
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to reduce the seek cost and optimize file system traversal.
SQCK [19] enhances C/R by utilizing declarative queries
for consistency checking across file system structures. While
prior approaches have advanced C/R innovations, they suffer
from several weaknesses. First, most prior techniques fail to
exploit multi-core parallelism and high storage bandwidths.
Second, prior parallelization efforts are mostly coarse-grained
(e2fsck, xfs_repair, Chunkfs). For instance, as we show in
Section § 6, for an XFS file system that parallelizes across
logical groups, imbalance in the number of files across logical groups and lack of parallelism for directory metadata
checking leads to high overheads. Finally, techniques such
as SQCK and Ffsck demand intrusive changes to file system metadata, block placement, or the need to rebuild C/R,
hindering widespread adoption.
Online C/Rs. The last decade has seen an active push to
develop online C/R techniques to identify and fix errors while
applications concurrently use the file system in order to reduce
system downtime and allow for the proactive identification of
potentially harmful corruptions. Proprietary online C/Rs such
as WAFL file system’s Iron [32] (a NetApp-based C/R tool for
WAFL file system) performs incremental live C/R by applying invariants such as checking all blocks before any software
use and checking ancestor blocks (directory) before any data
or metadata block (inode block). To scale C/R to petabytes,
WAFL-Iron expects the presence of block-level checksums,
RAID, and, most importantly, good storage practices by customers. Alternatively, Recon protects file system metadata
from buggy operations by verifying metadata consistency
at runtime [16]. Doing so allows Recon to detect metadata
corruption before committing it to disk, preventing error propagation. Recon does not perform a global scan and cannot
identify or fix errors originating from hardware failures. C/Rs
such as e2fsck, traditionally meant for offline use, allow for
partial online checking by utilizing LVM-based snapshotting
and scanning for errors on the snapshot while the file system
is still in use [3]. However, if errors need to be fixed, the C/R
must be used offline. In this paper, we also study and evaluate
open-source and widely-used online e2fsck against online
pFSCK that exploit storage and compute parallelism.
C/R Correctness. To ensure the correctness and crashconsistency of C/Rs itself and recover more reliably in light
of system faults, Rfsck-lib [17] provides C/Rs with robust
undo logging. pFSCK’s fine-grained parallelism goals are
orthogonal to Rfsck-lib; however, incorporating Rfsck-lib can
further improve pFSCK’s reliability.

3

Motivation and Analysis

In the pursuit of accelerating C/Rs, we first decipher the
performance bottlenecks of the widely-used Ext4 file system’s e2fsck C/R tool. We first provide an overview of e2fsck
and then examine e2fsck’s runtime for different file system
configurations. For brevity, we study xfs_repair in Section § 6.
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(a) File Count
Sensitivity:

(b) Directory Count
Sensitivity: Runtime of e2fsck

Runtime of e2fsck as
total file count increases

as total directory count
increases

Figure 1: Runtime of C/R for an 1TB file system with varying
counts of files or directories

3.1

e2fsck Overview

E2fsck uses five sequential passes for C/R: the first pass (referred to as Pass-1) checks the consistency of inode metadata;
Pass-2 checks directory consistency; Pass-3 checks directory
connectivity; Pass-4 checks reference counts; finally, Pass-5
checks data and metadata bitmap consistency.

3.2

Setup and Runtime Analysis

To analyze and decipher the cost of C/R runtime, we run
e2fsck on file systems with varying configurations. We conduct our analysis on a 64-core Dual Intel® Xeon Gold 5218
running at 2.30GHz, 64GB of DDR memory, a 1TB NVMe,
and a 2TB Micron 5200 SATA SSD running Ubuntu 18.04.1.
We fill the file system using fs_mark, an open-source, file
system benchmark tool [47]. We mainly focus on file systems
without corruptions but study images with corruptions in Section § 6. To get a finer understanding of how e2fsck scales
with file system configurations, we study the sensitivity of
C/R’s runtime for multiple file system variables such as file
count and directory count.
File-intensive file systems. First, to understand how the file
count affects runtime, we generate multiple file-intensive file
system configurations with a 95 : 1 file to directory ratio.
Pass-1, which checks the consistency of inodes structures,
dominates e2fsck runtime, followed by Pass-2, which checks
directory block consistency. Figure 2 shows the function-wise
breakdown in Pass-1 that checks the consistency of file inodes
as well as tracks directory blocks encountered to be examined in the next pass. We notice a function dcigettext (a
seemingly innocuous) language translator used for error handling gets (incorrectly) used for every inode check, causing
notable C/R slowdown. 1 Other steps such as check_blocks
that checks blocks referenced by an inode, next_inode that
reads next inode blocks from disk, mark_bitmap that updates
global bitmaps to track the metadata encountered, and icount
store that stores inode references also increase in runtime.
Despite fewer directories, Pass-2’s (directory checking) runtime increases because the number of directory blocks to
1 We

reported this to e2fsck developers, and the fix has been upstreamed.
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4

pFSCK Goals and Insights

pFSCK aims to address the limitations of current file system C/Rs by exploiting fine-grained multi-core parallelism
and higher disk bandwidth. We first discuss our goals and
insights, followed by pFSCK’s design and implementation.

4.1

Figure 2: e2fsck Pass-1 Time Breakdown. Time spent within
inode checking pass (Pass-1) as the total file count increases.

store directory entries increases. For all file counts, time spent
in Pass-1 and Pass-2 account for over 95% of the runtime.
Finally, for a small directory count, Pass-3, which checks connectivity and reachability of directories from the root, has
lower runtime. Increasing the file size when keeping file count
constant does not increase C/R runtime significantly (not
shown for brevity).
Directory-intensive file system. In Figure 1b, we decipher
the runtime of a directory-heavy file system configuration
with 1 : 1 file to directory ratio. To ensure that each directory
requires the same amount of work, we create a single file in
each directory. First, the cost of fetching, identifying directory blocks, and adding them to a global block list (db_list)
increases Pass-1’s cost along with reference counting. As expected, with an increase in directory count, Pass-2’s runtime
significantly increases due to an increase in the number of directory blocks. Additionally, the directory blocks store checksums, and the checksum is recomputed and verified against
the one stored in the directory blocks for consistency. Similar
to the file-intensive file systems, for all directory counts, over
90% of the runtime is spent within Pass-1 and Pass-2.

3.3

Compute time and I/O utilization

To understand the computational vs. I/O bottlenecks, we
analyzed the time spent by e2fsck on compute time vs. the
time spent waiting for I/O to complete. Our analysis shows
that in modern storage devices like NVMe, the I/O wait time
for file-intensive and directory-intensive configurations are
only 3% and 20% of the overall execution time. We also notice
poor storage throughput utilization, which is just 270 MB/s
on an NVMe device with 2 GB/s and 512 MB/s sequential
and random read bandwidth, respectively. This clearly shows
that (1) computation is the main bottleneck as it dominates
overall execution time, and (2) C/Rs such as e2fsck fail to
benefit from modern storage device bandwidths.
Summary. To summarize, our analysis of widely-used
C/R tools such as e2fsck (and xfs_repair later in § 6) show
high runtime overheads mainly due to single-threaded or lack
of fine-grained parallelism. The linear complexity of C/R
runtime is unsuitable as disk capacities and file system size
trends upward, potentially taking hours, or even days, to check
datacenter-scale file systems. Besides, C/R’s repair during file
system inconsistencies could further increase C/R runtime.
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Goals

The main goal is to make the file system C/R faster. We
want to increase the speed at which file system metadata is
scanned and inconsistencies are identified without compromising repairing capabilities. In this pursuit, pFSCK strives to
achieve the following goals: (1) adapt to different file system
configurations, regardless of file system size, utilization, or
configurations, such as a file-intensive or directory-intensive
file system, (2) support efficient C/R for both online and offline forms, and finally, (3) adapt to varying system resource
utilization to reduce the performance impact on any concurrently running applications.

4.2

Design Insights

Insight 1: Maximize potential bandwidth through multiple cores and data parallelism. To overcome the bottlenecks of current C/R tools that employ serial or coarse-grained
parallelization techniques at the disk, volume, or logical grouplevel, pFSCK introduces fine-grained data parallelism. As
shown in Section § 3.2, since Pass-1 and Pass-2 account for
over 90% of the runtime for both file- and directory-intensive
file systems, pFSCK focusses its efforts on these two passes.
Our approach divides finer file system structures such as inodes, directory blocks, and dirents across a pool of worker
threads in a single pass that performs C/R concurrently. While
seemingly simple, achieving data parallelism requires data
structure isolation across threads to reduce synchronization
bottlenecks.
Insight 2: Enable pipeline parallelism by reducing
inter-pass dependencies. Though data parallelism accelerates C/R, each pass (e.g., directory checking) must wait for
the previous pass (e.g., inode check) to complete. Specifically, in C/R, several inter-pass global data structures are used
to build a consistent view of the file system and identify inconsistencies (ex. bitmaps). As a consequence, updates to the
shared global structures must be serialized, thereby increasing
contention to shared structures with increasing thread count
and limiting the CPU scalability. To reduce serialization overheads, pFSCK designs pipeline parallelism that breaks the
rigid wall across passes allowing multiple passes to be executed concurrently. pFSCK manages per-pass thread pools,
isolates inter-pass shared structures using divide and merge
approaches, delineates checking from actual certification of
an inode, and reduces I/O wait times.
Insight 3: Adapt to file system configurations with dynamic thread scheduling. Both data and pipeline parallelism
requires assigning threads across different passes. Static or
equal partitioning of CPU threads is suboptimal due to a lack
of information about metadata types (files, directories, links)
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and work across passes. Simple checks such as information
about the number of files vs. directory inodes are insufficient
because directory processing is complex and time-consuming
(see § 3). To overcome the above challenge, we design a
C/R thread scheduler that dynamically assigns and migrates
threads across passes to process different file system objects
as they are discovered.
Insight 4: Reduce system impact through resource utilization awareness. File system C/Rs could potentially run
with other applications sharing CPUs while performing checking on separate disks. Given pFSCK’s goal is to exploit available CPUs, it could potentially impact other co-running applications. Similarly, C/R could run on disks that are also
actively used by other applications to store data. To reduce
the overall system impact on co-running applications as well
as pFSCK, we equip pFSCK’s scheduler with resource awareness to dynamically identify the number of cores to use at any
single point in time to minimize the potential impact on other
co-running applications and pFSCK’s performance.

5

Design and Implementation

We discuss pFSCK’s design and implementation of data
parallelism, pipeline parallelism, dynamic thread scheduler,
and resource-aware scheduling. We aim to extend the widely
used e2fsck without requiring file system layout changes and
reuse features such as snapshot-based online C/R.

5.1

Data Parallelism

pFSCK’s data parallelism aims to divide work across
worker threads in each pass at the granularity of inodes for
parallelizing C/R. However, pFSCK must ensure efficient
parallelism without compromising file system integrity or
correctness through a functional separation of C/R passes
and per-thread contexts that isolate global data structures for
reducing synchronization cost.
Fine-grained Inode-level Parallelism. For fine-grained inode parallelism, pFSCK uses the superblock information to
identify the total number of inodes in a file system and evenly
divides the inodes across C/R workers. To reduce worker
management costs, we use a thread-pool framework from our
prior work to assign tasks across workers [31].
Functional Parallelism for Reducing Synchronization
Overheads. Only dividing inodes for C/R across workers
is insufficient. To benefit from fine-grained parallelism, reducing synchronization cost across workers in each pass without
impacting correctness is critical.
pFSCK breaks each C/R pass into four main functional
steps that comprise 95% of the work and reduces synchronization across these steps. These steps include (1) file system
metadata checks, (2) global file system metadata update, (3)
accounting, and finally, (4) intermediate result sharing. The
metadata check verifies the integrity of metadata structures
(for example, inode checksums and block references). Next,
the global file system metadata updates include changes to
file system-level bitmaps that maintain the checker’s view of
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Structure
dir_info_list
db_list

inode_used_bitmap
inode_dir_bitmap
inode_reg_bitmap
block_found_bitmap
icount

Role
maintains directory information/relationships
maintains
directory
blocks for Pass-2 to
check
tracks valid inodes
tracks directory inodes
tracks regular file inodes
tracks used data blocks
tracks inode reference
counts

pFSCK’s access
splits into perthread lists
splits into perthread lists and
merges
using locks
using locks
using locks
using locks
using locks

Table 1: Global structures, their role, and access method.
the file system in order to detect inconsistencies. For example,
the block bitmap as shown in Table 1 is marked to track which
block references have been seen to detect duplicate block references where more than one inode claims the same block(s).
Third, C/R-level accounting involves updating counters that
track statistics such as file types. Finally, intermediate result
sharing involves creating data structures and lists that hold
information to be processed by the next pass. Such structures
include directory info lists and directory block lists that store
directory information and the location of their blocks so it
can be checked in the directories pass.
While synchronization between file system metadata
checks (step 1) and global metadata update steps (step 2) is
essential, synchronization between the first two steps and the
last two steps, C/R counter/statistics update (step 3) intermediate result sharing (step 4) can be avoided by allowing threads
to maintain per-thread stats and generate data structures in isolation. The results of steps 3 and 4 can be aggregated before
the next pass, reducing synchronization costs significantly.
Thread Contexts for Isolation. In current C/Rs such as
e2fsck (and xfs_repair), we find significant use of global data
structures inside and across passes. To reduce sharing and increase concurrency, we introduce per-thread contexts similar
to OS thread contexts. These contexts store information that
allow threads to operate in parallel. First, per-thread block
caches, buffers (heap allocations), and iterators of file system
objects allow for parallel file system traversal. Second, perthread intermediate data structures and counters are used for
gathering high-level file system state in parallel. For example,
each inode pass (Pass-1) thread has its own db_list (directory block list) and dir_info list (directory information list)
that gathers information about directories and exports these to
the directory pass (Pass-2) threads for processing. Lastly, perthread counters are used to track file type statistics in parallel.
However, we observe that due to frequent access of global
bitmaps across passes (for almost every operation), pFSCK is
forced to use synchronization through locking. While disaggregating these bitmaps into per-thread structures is feasible,
it would demand significant changes to the e2fsck framework.
Table 1 shows the shared structures and their role in e2fsck.
Thread Colocation for Improved Locality. To increase locality and better utilize processor cache state, in each pass,
pFSCK attempts to co-locate threads within the same pass to
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File blocks

Directory blocks

Directory blocks delayed certification

per-pass work queues
Directories Pass

Inodes Pass

Delayed Checks

Thread Pool

Thread Pool

( a ) Data Parallelism

per-pass thread pool

( b ) Pipeline Parallelism

( c ) Synchronous
Dependent
Checks

Figure 3: Parallelism in pFSCK. (a) Threads within each pass
allows for data to be operate in parallel (data parallelism). (b) Multiple thread pools allows each pass of pFSCK to operate simultanously
(pipeline parallelism). (c) Any dependent checks needed to be carried out synchronously is delayed within its own logical pass.

the same cores and memory sockets to avoid bouncing lock
variables and shared structures across processor caches. To
enable thread colocation, pFSCK maintains the CPU number
each thread has used and a list of cores used by a particular
pass. pFSCK first attempts to place the thread to the previously used core (if available), and if unavailable, uses other
available cores which were used in the same pass.
Reducing I/O Wait Time with Per-thread Prefetchers
and Cache. Though current C/Rs such as e2fsck cache
and prefetch file system blocks, the caching and prefetching mechanisms are inflexible and lack thread awareness.
First, e2fsck uses a small, static fully-associative LRU-based
cache (with 8 blocks) and prefetches just inode blocks. E2fsck
does not prefetch directory data blocks, which could be noncontiguous, unlike inode blocks. Second, because threads access blocks at different offsets, sharing a cache across threads
results in conflicting evictions, increasing I/O overheads.
To overcome such limitations, we design and implement a
per-thread caching mechanism to avoid false eviction of cache
entries across threads. For avoiding the non-contiguity problem of directory blocks, we implement an adaptive prefetching mechanism (similar to Linux filesystem prefetching) –
decrease prefetching window if previously prefetched directory blocks are not used due to lack of sequential access.

5.2

Pipeline Parallelism

While data parallelism achieves concurrency for processing file system objects within a pass, fully isolating per-pass
shared data structures and global data structures is not feasible
without substantial changes to either the file system layout
or the C/R. As a result, data parallelism does not fully benefit from increasing the CPU count. As our results show, the
benefits can considerably degrade performance at higher core
counts due to increasing synchronization overheads.
To reduce synchronization time and increase CPU effectiveness, pipeline parallelism breaks the limitation that C/R
passes must be sequentially executed. pFSCK’s pipeline parallelism allows a subsequent C/R pass (Passi+1 ) to start even
before the completion of an earlier pass (Passi ) in a pipelined
fashion (i.e., checking directories in directory checking pass
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even before the inode checking pass has completed).
5.2.1 Per-Pass Thread Pools and Work Queues.
First, to facilitate concurrent execution of passes, we use
per-pass thread pools. As shown in Figure 3, the inode and
directory checking passes maintain a separate thread pool and
a dedicated work queue filled with file system objects needing
to be checked. As each pass operates, any intermediate work
generated is placed in the next pass’s work queue. For example, the inode checking pass, when encountering an inode
representing a directory, queues its blocks to the directory
checking pass’s work queue to enable concurrent C/R.
5.2.2 Delayed Certification for Concurrency.
Allowing multiple passes to run in parallel using pipeline
parallelism requires reordering logical checks for correctness.
For example, with pFSCK’s pipeline parallelism, the directory
data blocks can be checked by the directory checking pass
(Pass-2) in parallel with inode checking pass (Pass-1) checking all the inodes (files and subdirectories) in the directory.
While the two passes can proceed in parallel, a directory can
be marked as consistent only after the inode checking pass
verifies the consistency of its subdirectories and files. There
are two main constraints for certifying a directory by the C/R:
(1) all inodes referenced by the dirents of this directory are
valid, and (2) the parent directory referenced by this directory
is valid.
Providing Ordering Guarantee. To address the challenge
of ordering guarantee, pFSCK delays certain checks until
the prior pipeline pass is complete. For example, the inode
checking pass within the pipeline is responsible for creating directory structures used in the directory C/R pass. The
directory pass examines subdirectories and checks whether
the subdirectory’s parent (represented by double dot ..) maps
back to the directory. However, because the inode and directory checking passes run in parallel, not all the inodes of
the subdirectories would have been checked when the parent
directories are checked. For handling the scenarios above,
pFSCK delays certification by encapsulating the relationship
needing to be verified into task structures that are added to
a separate work queue. This task queue is then processed
only after all inodes have been checked (e.g., after the inode
checking pass completes) as shown in Figure 3. Delayed certifications are infrequent in file-intensive configurations and
frequent in the directory-intensive configuration. pFSCK’s
delayed certification increases concurrency between Pass-1
and Pass-2, consequently improving performance.
To summarize, combining pipeline with data parallelism
reduces I/O wait time and improves pFSCK’s performance
across different file system configurations, as our results show
in Section § 6.

5.3

Dynamic Thread Scheduler

C/R runtime can vary significantly depending on the configuration of the file system. For example, C/R on a file system
with a larger ratio of smaller files could result in a substantially
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longer runtime compared to a file system with few-but-larger
files due to more metadata needing to be checked. Similarly,
heterogeneity in terms of inode types (files, directories, links)
can impact runtime, and the exact configuration remains unknown until the inodes are iterated over in the inode checking
pass (Pass-1). Additionally, each pass within C/R has differing
degrees of access to shared structures. Therefore, statically assigning threads across each pass could be ineffective. Hence,
to adapt to file system configurations, pFSCK implements a
C/R-aware scheduler, pFSCK-sched, supported by extending
the thread pools to allow for migration of threads between the
passes. Also, pFSCK-sched maintains an idle thread pool to
hold any threads not scheduled to run for any of the passes.
Thread Assignment and Migration of Worker Threads.
In pFSCK, we enable dynamic assignment of threads across
each pass by implementing a scheduler that actively monitors
progress and migrates threads across the passes. The scheduler periodically scans through the work queues of each pass
to identify the work distribution ratio across the pipelined
passes and uses this ratio to assign threads across them.
Figure 4 shows an example of pFSCK-sched across the
first two passes. Initially, all the CPU threads are assigned to
the first pass (inode checking pass) given that pFSCK only
knows total inodes from the file system superblock and not
the types of inodes. When an inode C/R thread identifies a
group of directory inodes, it places the directory inodes and
their corresponding directory blocks to the work queue of
directory C/R pass. If no threads are present in the thread pool
used for the directory pass, threads from the inode pass are
migrated to the directory pass. To calculate the number of
threads to be reassigned, a dedicated scheduler thread finds
the total work to be done across all passes using the following
model.
Let Wtotal be the amount of work needing to be done. Let qi
be the length of the work queue for pass i. Let ni be the number
of discrete elements needing to be processed for each entry
in the work queue. Let wi be some weight that normalizes the
work to be done for each element in pass i. Let C be the core
budget and ti be the number of threads to assign for pass i.
N

Wtotal = ∑ qi ni wi
(1)
i=0
1
ti = C · qi ni wi ·
(2)
Wtotal
As shown in Equation (1), the total work to be done is a
summation of outstanding work across each pass, which is a
product of the work queue length (qi ), the number of objects
encapsulated within each queue entry (ni ), and a normalizing
weight (wi ). As shown in Equation (2), with the total amount
of work needing to be done, the scheduler can determine
the ideal number of threads to assign to a pass (ti ) based on
the total core budget (C) and the relative amount of work
calculated for each pass. Note that the normalizing weights
are essential for accounting for the differences in the time
to process different file types (directories vs. inodes). Our
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Figure 4: Dynamic Thread Scheduling. A dedicated scheduler
thread periodically samples work queues among all the passes and redistributes threads based on the proportion of outstanding work.

analysis of different file system configurations (discussed
in § 3) shows that in pFSCK (and in e2fsck), the average CPU
cycles spent on processing one directory is 1.8x - 2.3x higher
than processing an inode, mainly due to directory checksum
calculations. Overall, we find it is beneficial to use higher
weights for directory checking queues.

5.4

System Resource-Aware Scheduling

File system C/Rs could potentially coexist or even share
CPUs with other applications using the same or another file
system (or disk). In the pursuit of exploiting parallelism,
pFSCK must reduce the impact on other applications. To
address this goal, we introduce pFSCK-rsched, a system
resource-aware pFSCK scheduler.
5.4.1 Efficient CPU Sharing
First, we discuss a case where the C/R runs alongside other
applications but performs C/R on a separate, unmounted disk.
To reduce the impact of C/R overheads on other applications,
pFSCK-rsched maintains a scheduler thread. Initially, the
pFSCK-rsched workers are scheduled with SCHED_IDLE
priority that mostly schedules a process on any idle CPUs [6].
As the scheduler periodically runs, pFSCK-rsched first determines a CPU core budget to identify the maximum number
of threads it could use at any point in time by identifying the
number of CPUs in active use across the system, the number of idle cores available, and the number of cores used by
pFSCK-rsched. Based on the effective number of cores being
used by pFSCK-rsched, pFSCK-rsched increases pFSCK’s
core budget if it was utilizing less than the available idle cores
or shrinks pFSCK’s core budget if pFSCK uses more than
the idle cores, reducing contention with other applications.
After determining the core budget, the scheduler identifies the
work ratio across the passes using the per-pass work queues
and redistributes an ideal number of threads across each pass.
When adding threads to a pass, threads are taken from the
idle thread pool and assigned to the per-pass thread pool. If
threads need to be removed due to a decrease in the core budget, threads are signaled and reassigned to the idle thread pool.
In § 6, we discuss the performance benefits and implications
of pFSCK-rsched when co-running and sharing CPUs with
another application (RocksDB).
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5.4.2 Efficient CPU and File System Sharing
Given the renewed focus for supporting online C/R [32],
C/R tools like e2fsck, originally intended for offline use, can
be used online with the help of Linux’s Logical Volume Manager (LVM). LVM’s snapshot feature captures file system state
by employing a copy-on-write approach to preserve the original version of modified blocks. [23]. This enables C/R tools
to be used in a proactive manner, scanning for pre-existing
errors without having to bring the system down.
Towards online C/R with LVM, an empty snapshot volume
is first initialized. If any blocks are modified by another application, LVM copies the original blocks to the snapshot before
updating the blocks in place on the original volume. When
C/R reads blocks that are found to have been modified, the
reads are redirected to the snapshot which holds the original blocks. Reads of unmodified blocks are redirected to the
original volume. While snapshot initialization is inexpensive,
applications incur extra overhead of synchronous data copying
and I/O redirection reducing the available storage bandwidth
for C/R. This is especially the case when file system blocks
are being frequently modified the other application.
In the case of pFSCK, fine-grained parallelism accelerates
online C/R even when applications share the same file system
(and disks). Futher, pFSCK’s resource awareness reduces the
impact on co-running applications by reducing CPU (and I/O
contention), allowing the application to run faster. We further
discuss the benefits of pFSCK for online C/R in § 6.

5.5
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Description

e2fsck
e2fsck-opt
xfs_repair
pFSCK

original FSCK for EXT file systems
optimized e2fsck
XFS file system checker
proposed file system checker

Table 2: C/R systems evaluated.
Name

Description

datapara

Only data parallelism enabled
Pipeline + data parallelism equally
distributing threads across passes
Same as above but manually selects
optimal thread assignment
Pipeline + data parallelism with dynamic thread assignment
Sched configuration with systemlevel resource-awareness

datapara+pipeline-split-equal
datapara+pipeline-split-optimal
sched
rsched

Table 3: pFSCK incremental system design
check on files, directories, links, and others. We will explore
designing a generic C/R in our future work.

6

Evaluation
We evaluate pFSCK to answer the following questions:
• Does pFSCK’s data parallelism reduce C/R runtime by
increasing CPU parallelism?
• How effective is pFSCK’s pipeline parallelism in achieving concurrent execution of C/R passes?
• How effective is pFSCK’s dynamic thread placement for
different file system configurations?
• Can pFSCK’s resource-aware scheduler effectively minimize the performance impact on other applications?
• How does pFSCK perform for online C/R?
• How does pFSCK perform in light of file system errors?

Verifying Correctness and Optimizations

Correctness. To ensure the correctness of the C/R, pFSCK
with fine-grained parallelism employs a series of steps. First,
although the checks are done in parallel, an inode is not
marked complete unless prior passes in the pipeline are complete (e.g., a directory inode is marked complete only after all
the child inodes (directory entries) are checked. Second, the
C/R threads synchronize upon detecting errors. The thread
that detects an inconsistency notifies other threads to stall
and attempts to fix errors with (e.g., incorrect inode, blocks
claimed by multiple inodes) or without user input (e.g., inconsistent bitmap), after which parallel execution is resumed.
While tools such as C/Rs allow partial and full checks and
checkpoint intermediate states, more robust tools could be
added to increase C/R crash-consistency [17].
Optimizations. As additional optimizations to both e2fsck
and pFSCK, we restrict the overheads of language localization as discussed in § 3.2, utilize Intel’s hardware acceleration for checksum calculations, as well as improve the cachereadahead mechanism. We evaluate the benefits of these optimizations in § 6 (referred to as e2fsck-opt in graphs).
pFSCK support for other file systems and C/R tools.
While pFSCK currently extends e2fsck (on Ext file system),
the fine-grained inode-level data and pipeline parallelism and
efficient scheduling can be applied to other C/R tools, such
as xfs_repair and fsck.f2fs that implement multiple passes to

Name

6.1

Experimental Setup

We use a machine equipped with a 64-core Dual Intel®
Xeon Gold 5218 running at 2.30GHz, 64GB of DDR memory,
a 1TB NVMe, and a 2TB Micron 5200 SATA SSD running
Ubuntu 18.04.1. We run pFSCK on various file system configurations with varying thread counts. As seen in Table 2,
we compare against vanilla e2fsck, e2fsck-opt (optimized
e2fsck with reduced language localization overheads and Intel hardware-accelerated checksumming), and xfs_repair. Table 3 shows pFSCK’s incremental design approaches.
File system configurations. The number of files and directories in a file system can be variable and dependent on applications, and there is no publicly available data. Our analysis
of workloads like RocksDB (a key-value store), video server,
web server, and mail server (using filebench), and two shared
servers in our organization show that the file count dominate
(99% files to 1% directories). To understand the impact of
pFSCK’s design on file and directory-intensive configurations,
we use a 1TB NVMe with an 840GB file system utilizing 50
million inodes and a 2TB file system on SATA SSD utilizing 100 million inodes. We evaluate pFSCK’s impact on a
file-intensive (99% files), a medium directory-intensive (25%
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directories), and an extreme directory-intensive (50% directories) configuration.

6.2

Data Parallelism

To understand the performance improvements and implications of pFSCK’s fine-grained inode-level data parallelism
that partitions inodes across threads in each pass but running
the passes serially, we evaluate a file-intensive configuration
(in Figure 5a), a directory-intensive configuration with 25%
directories (in Figure 5b), and an extreme directory-intensive
configuration with 50% directories (in Figure 5c). The x-axis
shows four C/R approaches: the vanilla e2fsck, our optimized
e2fsck (e2fsck-opt), xfs_repair with coarse-grained parallelism, and finally, our proposed pFSCK with data parallelism
(pFSCK[datapara]). For xfs_repair and pFSCK[datapara], we
also vary the thread counts from 2 to 16 threads.
File-intensive configuration. First, as shown in Figure 5a,
our optimized e2fsck-opt outperforms the vanilla e2fsck by
optimizing the CRC mechanism and avoiding language localization overheads. Next, xfs_repair parallelizes C/R in the
granularity of coarse-grained allocation groups, which is ineffective. There are 16 allocation groups for our XFS filesystem
configuration (by default). While xfs_repair checks the sanity
of allocation groups in parallel, the directory metadata within
the allocation groups are not checked in parallel. Specifically,
when files are small, xfs_repair cannot check directory entries
and link counts in parallel, with a substantial increase in C/R
time. Besides, varying inode counts across allocations groups
further impact performance (increasing allocation groups did
not improve performance). Both e2fsck and pFSCK outperform xfs_repair for all cases. Finally, pFSCK[datapara] with
fine-grained inode-level parallelism, reduces the runtime of
the first pass (inode checking) by 2.1x and directory checking
pass (Pass-2) by 1.8x, resulting in an overall C/R speedup of
1.9x for four threads over the vanilla e2fsck and 1.52x over
e2fsck-opt. Beyond four threads, pFSCK’s data parallelism
scaling is hindered by high serialization and lock contention
to update shared structures such as the used/free block bitmap.
Directory-intensive Configurations. As shown in Figure 5b and 5c, the trends are similar for the directory-intensive
file system. Even with 50% directories, pFSCK’s Pass-1 and
Pass-2 runtime reduces by 1.8x and 1.3x, respectively. pFSCK
achieves an overall C/R speedup of 1.4x, 1.24x, and 1.8x over
e2fsck, e2fsck-opt, and xfs_repair that does not parallelize
directory metadata checking. For the 25% directory-intensive
configuration, the gains are 2x over e2fsck. However, the synchronization overheads of global structures prevents pFSCK’s
data parallelism from scaling beyond 4 cores.

6.3

Pipeline Parallelism and Scheduling.

Next, we evaluate the benefits of combining data and
pipeline parallelism and the need for a dynamic thread placement for a file-intensive configuration in Figure 6a and two
directory-intensive configurations in Figures 6b and 6c. With
pipeline parallelism, C/R passes run concurrently, and the
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threads of each pass add work for the next pass in a producerconsumer fashion. The x-axis shows the increase in the number of threads used for the C/R. We compare four cases: (1)
pFSCK[datapara], which only uses data parallelism running
one pass at a time; (2) pFSCK[pipeline-split-equal], which
statically divides an equal number of threads for each of the simultaneously executing passes (e.g., two threads are assigned
to the inode checking pass (Pass-1) and two threads to directory checking pass (Pass-2) in a 4-thread configuration);
(3) pFSCK[pipeline-split-optimal], which represents the best
manually selected thread configuration; and (4) pFSCK-sched,
which employs pFSCK’s dynamic thread scheduler to dynamically assign threads based on the amount of outstanding work
done within each pass. Single-threaded e2fsck and e2fsck-opt
are marked as a baselines. Because e2fsck and pFSCK outperform xfs_repair in all cases, we do not show xfs_repair.
File-intensive Configuration. First, unlike the data
parallelism-only approach, the pipeline parallelism approach
improves performance when increasing thread count. Next,
pipeline-split-equal approach splits threads equally across
passes. For low thread counts (2 and 4 threads), the performance gains over data parallelism approach is minimal. This
is because, for a file-intensive configuration, most work is
done in the inode checking pass (Pass-1), static and equal
division of threads across passes under-utilizes threads assigned in the directory checking pass. Increasing the thread
count (along the x-axis) only marginally improves performance by increasing parallelism in the inode checking pass.
In contrast, when employing a manually selected thread configuration using pFSCK’s pipeline-split-optimal and assigning three-fourth of the threads to the inode checking pass,
performance increases by up to 1.3x compared to data parallelism only. The concurrent work across passes also reduces the synchronization cost of data parallelism scaling
beyond four threads. Finally, pFSCK’s scheduler (pFSCKsched) avoids the tedious manual process of optimal thread
placement for different file system configurations by automatically migrating threads based on the relative amount of
outstanding work to be completed across each pass. In fact,
the dynamic thread placement improves performance by 1.1x
compared to pipeline-split-optimal, resulting in an overall
speedup of 2.6x compared to vanilla e2fsck.
Directory-intensive Configurations. Unlike the fileintensive configuration, for the extreme directory-intensive
configuration (50% directories), both inode and directory
checking passes demand substantial work, resulting in the
need to frequently coordinate across the passes. We observe
that automatic thread placement with pFSCK-sched controls
the number of threads across passes, reducing contention
within each pass while thread migration helps in accelerating
inode checking (Pass-1) without accumulating a substantial
number of directory inodes to be checked (in Pass-2). pFSCK
employs delayed certification of directories (directory with
subdirectory) as discussed in 5.2.2 which limits scalability.
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Figure 5: Data Parallelism impact. The configurations use a total of 50 million inodes.
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Figure 6: Comparison of pipeline parallelism and scheduler
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Figure 9: Memory Usage.

Figure 7: C/R on 2TB SSD with File-intensive FS.

6.4

(a) File-intensive FS

(b) Directory-intensive FS

Figure 8: I/O Bandwidth
Overall, the performance improves by up to 2.7x and 1.6x over
e2fsck for 25% and 50% directory-intensive configurations.
Low-bandwidth SSD. Lastly, to understand gains on
slower SATA-based SSDs (350MB/s sequential bandwidth)
for a large 2TB configuration, Figure 7 shows pFSCK performance on a file-intensive configuration. pFSCK shows
speedups of up to 2.1x and 1.73x over vanilla e2fsck and
e2fsck-opt despite the lower bandwidth of SSDs compared to
NVMe. In summary, pFSCK’s pipeline parallelism reduces
serialization bottlenecks of data parallelism, and the dynamic
thread placement reduces work imbalance, leading to significant performance gains in fast NVMe and SSD devices.
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(b) Directory-intensive FS

Storage Throughput and Memory Usage

We analyze the effective storage bandwidth use and increase in memory capacity with pFSCK for the file-intensive
and extreme directory-intensive (50% directories) configurations. For brevity, we compare single-threaded e2fsck, e2fsckopt, and multi-threaded pFSCK-sched.
6.4.1 Storage Throughput
Figures 8a and 8b show the storage bandwidth utilization for file-intensive and directory-intensive configurations
in MB/s. First, our optimized e2fsck (e2fsck-opt) reduces the
overhead between synchronous reads improving bandwidth
utilization by 1.3x over e2fsck. In contrast, pFSCK increases
I/O throughput for the file-intensive configuration by 1.9x
and 2.7x for 8 and 16 threads, respectively, over e2fsck. I/O
throughput utilization for directory-intensive file system improves by 1.7x, showing the benefits of pFSCK to utilize
available disk bandwidth effectively.
The improvement in I/O bandwidth utilization comes from
a combination of an pFSCK’s threading, ability to prefetch
directory blocks, better caching, and scheduling, which can
dynamically migrate threads across passes based on the pending work. For the file-intensive configuration in Figure 8a, the
scheduler allows threads to read inode blocks in Pass-1 and
migrates extra threads to Pass-2 to read directory blocks in
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parallel, bumping up the bandwidth utilization. In Figure 8b,
the I/O bandwidth utilization is better with most threads operating in the directory checking pass (Pass-2). However, due to
serializing access to global shared structures (e.g., db_list)
listed in Table 1, I/O bandwidth increase does not translate to
higher performance with increasing thread count.
6.4.2 Memory Usage
In Figure 9, we compare the memory (DRAM) capacity
use. First, for file-intensive configuration in Figure 9a, the
overall memory utilization is below 1GB for all approaches.
Both e2fsck and e2fsck-opt show the same memory usage. Regarding e2fsck and e2fsck-opt memory utilization, which also
applies to pFSCK, the memory use stems from data structures
used for tracking directory information such as a db_list
which hold a list of all directory data blocks, dirinfo_list,
which tracks relationships between directories, dx_dirinfo
list which keeps track of all directory HTREE blocks, as well
as a dictionary structure used to verify consistency among
the dirents within a directory. For pFSCK-sched, the memory
usage increases by a nominal 300MB (2.1x). pFSCK’s memory increase is mainly due to maintaining task queues. Apart
from inode checking tasks for Pass-1, the threads discover
directories and create directory block tasks for Pass-2 threads
to process. Note that each task structure (in the queue entry)
represents a fixed-size range of blocks to process. The queues
are currently dynamically allocated and unrestricted but can
be restricted to reduce memory increase. The range of blocks
each task is assigned can also be increased to reduce the number of tasks being generated. Consequently, increasing the
thread count does not or marginally increases memory use.
Next, for the directory-intensive configuration in Figure
9b, e2fsck and e2fsck-opt uses 2.6GB of memory. Similar
to the file-intensive configuration, the main source of memory consumption is from data structures used for tracking
directory information. With an extreme increase in directory
count, the memory consumption of these data structures is
significantly amplified. pFSCK’s memory usage is comparable, only using 3.5GB, resulting in a 1.3x increase. Similar
to the file-intensive configuration, the increase in memory
usage is due to task structures being generated and added to
task queues. With an extreme increase in directory count, the
memory overheads of task structures also increase.
In general, memory usage is a function of file system utilization/configuration and not thread count. We argue that
pFSCK’s performance gains in today’s system outweigh the
nominal memory increase in today’s systems with large memory capacity. Further, we believe memory use can be reduced
through pFSCK’s code optimizations.

6.5

System Resource-Aware Scheduler

File system C/Rs could run concurrently with other applications, where the C/R and applications can either operate
on the same or separate file systems while sharing the same
CPUs. To understand the effectiveness of pFSCK’s resource-
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(a) Offline C/R.

(b) Online C/R.

Figure 10: Impact of resource-aware pFSCK for offline and
online C/R. Results shown for file-intensive configuration.
aware scheduler (pFSCK-rsched) in reducing the impact on
other applications, we pick a popular multi-threaded and persistent I/O-intensive key-value store, RocksDB [4], which is
used as a backend for several real-world applications [22, 43].
We evaluate pFSCK-rsched in an offline setting, where C/R
is performed on a file system separate from the file system
RocksDB is using, and an online setting, where online (live)
C/R is performed on a file system that is concurrently being
updated by RocksDB. For both offline and online settings, we
evaluate the performance of the following cases: (1) e2fsckno-cpu-sharing, where RocksDB and the vanilla e2fsck do
not share CPU cores; (2) e2fsck-cpu-sharing, where CPUs are
shared between RocksDB and the vanilla e2fsck; (3) pFSCKrsched-no-cpu-sharing, which employs pFSCK-rsched without sharing CPUs with RocksDB; and finally, (4) pFSCKrsched-cpu-sharing which employs pFSCK-rsched sharing
CPUs with RocksDB. We run RocksDB with 12 threads and
facilitate CPU sharing by running pFSCK-rsched with 12
threads and restricting the affinity of all threads to 16 cores,
resulting in the overlapping of 8 cores. Similarly, for e2fsck,
we restrict the affinity of all threads to 12 cores, resulting in an
overlap of 1 core. Due to space constraints, we show only the
results for checking a file-intensive file system configuration.
6.5.1

Offline C/R with CPU Sharing.

Figure 10a shows the offline approach performance using separate file systems for each C/R and RocksDB. The
x-axis shows e2fsck and pFSCK-rsched approaches without
and with CPU sharing. In the y-axis, the results are normalized to the performance of e2fsck running with RocksDB
without sharing CPUs (e2fsck-no-cpu-sharing).
First, when sharing CPUs, the runtime of vanilla e2fsck
and RocksDB is significantly impacted (shown as e2fsckcpu-share) compared to e2fsck-no-cpu-share due to frequent context switches which take away effective CPU time
from RockDB; e2fsck’s performance degrades by 1.2x and
RocksDB’s performance degrades by 1.5x compared to the
no-sharing approach. In contrast, with pFSCK’s resourceaware scheduler, CPU sharing between the pFSCK-rsched
and RocksDB (pFSCK-rsched-cpu-sharing) has minimal impact for both pFSCK and RocksDB. The resource-awareness
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Figure 11: Repair runtime for varying corruption count.
capability adaptively downscales the number of threads being
utilized to carry out C/R, reducing CPU context switches away
from RocksDB and minimizing related overheads. Athough
pFSCK-rsched and RocksDB intially overlap 8 out of the
16 cores, pFSCK-rsched is able to downscale threading to
around 4-6 threads, allowing RocksDB to consistently utilize
12 out of the total 16 cores. As a result, pFSCK-rsched and
RocksDB show minimal performance degradation of 1.07x
and 1.05x, respectively, compared to the no CPU sharing case.
6.5.2 Online C/R with CPU Sharing.
Figure 10b shows the results when each C/R and RocksDB
share the CPU as well as the file system. As discussed earlier
in 5.4.2, pFSCK utilizes the LVM-based snapshots to capture
file system changes and perform C/R on a stable version of
the file system represented by the snapshot. Similar to offline
C/R evaluation, we normalize the results to the performance
of e2fsck running with RocksDB without sharing CPUs.
First, when overlapping e2fsck and RocksDB, performance
significantly degrades by 1.4x and 1.6x, respectively. The
degradation is mainly due to frequent CPU context switching
between e2fsck and RocksDB. However, this main source of
performance degradation increases the time the snapshot must
remain active, resulting in further performance degradation
due to LVM snapshot overheads. Next, with pFSCK-rsched,
the performance degradation when co-running pFSCK-rsched
with RocksDB is minimal. This is due to pFSCK-rsched’s
resource-aware thread assignment (similar to offline setting)
which mitigates performance impact and context switching
overheads by scaling the number of threads pFSCK uses.
Because performance impact from context switching is minimized, the amount of time the snapshot must active is minimized, mitigating any further performance degradation due
to LVM snapshot overheads. The performance degradation
compared to the baseline (no CPU or file system sharing) for
both pFSCK-rsched and RocksDB is 1.2x. Although higher
than the offline approach, most of it is due to disk sharing and
the resulting LVM snapshotting overheads.
Summary. pFSCK-rsched’s resource awareness effectively
adapts to the number of available CPU cores (and threads) for
C/R and maximizes their utilization for better performance in
both an offline and online setting. The performance impact
on co-running application is also minimized.

6.6

Performance with Errors

To evaluate pFSCK’s performance with file system errors,
we use e2fsprogs’s fuzzing tool, e2fuzz, to introduce random
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block corruptions to a file-intensive configuration. In Figure
11, we introduce up to 100K corruptions in the x-axis and
compare e2fsck, e2fsck-opt, and pFSCK-sched that uses eight
threads. Note that prior studies real-world systems show that
the scale of corruptions can be just a few bits or bytes, and
the hardware and software corruptions could significantly
vary, ranging from silent bit corruptions to FTL metadata
corruptions and shorn or incomplete writes [12, 18, 27].
First, even for 100 corruptions, pFSCK-sched speeds up
C/R by up to 2.7x and 1.6x over e2fsck and e2fsck-opt, respectively. However, for 10K corruptions, pFSCK-sched performs
similarly to e2fsck-opt and speeds up C/R by only 1.1x compared to e2fsck. pFSCK’s speedup reduces with increasing
corruption counts because long and serially executed errorfixing operations start to dominate the overall runtime for all
C/Rs including pFSCK. Further, for pFSCK-sched, we observe that if the corruption count is greater than 10K, synchronization overheads start to further diminish performance gains
from parallelism. To mitigate diminishing returns from thread
synchronization, pFSCK tracks the number of errors encountered and reverts to serial checking after discovering a 10K
errors. This allows pFSCK to perform similarly to e2fsck-opt
for higher error counts, experiencing only slight performance
deterioration due to initial thread synchronization. Our future work will focus on exploring ways to parallelize fixes to
accelerate C/R for highly corrupted file systems.

7

Conclusion & Future Work

With a goal of accelerating file system checking and repair tools, we propose pFSCK, a parallel C/R tool that exploits CPU parallelism and the high bandwidth of modern
storage devices to accelerate C/R time without compromising correctness. pFSCK explores fine-grained parallelism by
assigning threads to inodes, blocks, or directories and efficiently performing C/R using data parallelism within each
pass and pipeline parallelism across multiple passes. In addition, pFSCK enables efficient thread management techniques
to adapt to varying file system configurations as well as minimize performance impact on other applications. As a result,
pFSCK shows more than 2.6x gains over e2fsck and 1.8x
over xfs_repair that provides coarse-grained parallelism. In
light of pFSCK’s limitations, future work will explore accelerating pFSCK for hard disks while mitigating costly seeks
due to random accesses, reducing memory overheads through
more efficient data structures and rate-limiting, and finally
accelerating fixes for disks with higher corruption counts.
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